STATOMETRICS SILVER MEMBERSHIP ANALYSIS
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Summary
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During this document we will also examine the betting trends and the financial patterns over time
➢
➢

System performance
Users short, medium, and long-term expectations.

On the same accordion section as you downloaded this document, you should have also downloaded the spreadsheet via the green
download icon. It is important that you download this one, so the results and explanations match up. For the purpose of explaining the
mechanics of the spreadsheet we will update the spreadsheet annually (in this section we are only analysing long-term betting trends and
spreadsheet mechanics)
Paying members will have access to the results updated each time a new spreadsheet is sent out (usually twice per week). For the purpose
of those who want to view results via the website who are non-members then results are updated/uploaded on a monthly basis. For
example, by the 5th of February 2021, we will have results up to and including the end of January 2021. On the 5th March 2021, we will
have results up to and including the end of February 2021 and so on.
The spreadsheet you download should look like the following:

You will notice the tabs below the bottom, outlined in red. Most of these tabs are fairly self-explanatory. We will run through what these
are for.

Summary:
This simply summarises everything we are about to write now in a much shorter format.
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Live Month (2021-Q1):
This is the live part of the spreadsheet and is primarily applicable to our paying members only; this sheet is updated whenever we send
out our emails or update the website; this allows paid members to see any matches that are due to qualify and any matches that have
been played for the current month.
In the image below, this spreadsheet had been sent out on the 10th January, as you can see matches dated from the 1st to the 9th January
inclusive had already been played; one match that was upcoming and was a qualifying bet – dated the 11th January (Standard Liege v
Waasland-Beveren).

At the end of each month, we reset the sheet (this was originally done on a quarterly basis).
This sheet also allows members to see the Net P & L, the odds they achieved and liabilities for each bet, and the bank growth in
percentage terms for the current month.
In the image below, (which is the same sheet) you should be able to see an opening balance, the stake used (bank in cash / bank (points)),
the liabilities per bet, the Net P & L figures for each bet, the combined P & L figures, the close balance, and the live bank growth for the
month. You should be able to see, we started with a £1000 bank (this is reset to £1000 at the start of each month) and using a 50-point
bank (our recommendation) we now have a balance of £1109, so we have seen an 10.9% growth on our bank.
Another of our recommendations is to recalculate the bank on a daily basis and use the same stakes for any bet on the same day. Under
the column that says stake (Column R) any tab that is green is the start of the day and shows the bank and stakes being recalculated. Any
tabs in white are matches that were played on the same day and so will have the same stake size.
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Final Results:
This sheet shows the full results for the service from the start (January 2012) through to the end of the last full month. For example, in
February 2021 this sheet will show results from January 2012 through to January 2021 inclusive. In March 2021, the sheet will show results
from January 2012 through to February 2021.
This tab shows the long-term performance of the strategy. Before looking at any cash returns, it is important (as with all strategies) to look
at the returns to level stakes; if something is consistently profitable/break-even to 1-point level stakes then it can be manipulated with
careful staking management to make it profitable. If something cannot make a profit to level stakes then it is going to be extremely
difficult, bordering impossible to make it profitable, regardless of what staking method is used, without taking great risk.
To level stakes this strategy between January 2012 and December 2020 has made a profit of +562.29 net profits. Over this 9 years period
we had 1895 bets
2012 through to 2020 averages per calendar year:
•
•
•

1895 bets/ 9 calendar years = 211 bets
+562.29 net points profit / 9 calendar years = +62.5 net points profit
+0.296 average points profit per bet over 9 calendar years

2020: THE GLOBAL PANDEMIC
There is no question that the 2020 Covid-19 global pandemic effected the strategies performance. Even though it is too early to quantify
this, it does not take a sports scientist to understand that not playing for 3 to 4-months and then playing matches every 3 days to finish a
season, having no pre-season for the current season and then playing every 3 to 4 days again is going to have a physical effect on player
performance and result performance. Below we have set out the averages per calendar year up to 2019. (not including 2020)
•
•
•

1694 bets / 8 calendar years = 212 bets average per year
+555.48 net points profit / 8 calendar years = +69.31 net points profit
+0.327 average points profit per bet over 8 calendar years

There is a noticeable change in result averages when including 2020 and it would be a fair assessment to conclude that this was directly
influence by Covid-19 and the global lockdown. This would be in-line with the actual physical changes that were made to the football
calendar. However, despite all the tribulations of 2020 we still finished the year, with a net profit to level stakes – albeit lower than what
would normally be expected.
Within the Final Results sheet you will see that it contains a working example; if someone had started on January 2012 with a £1000 bank
and followed every selection through to December 202 exactly as set out, had used a 50-point bank, and recalculated at the end of each
working day, their balance after 9 full calendar years would be £9,096,187.62…… a financial increase that is pretty spectacular.
There are two really important points to raise before anyone gets carried away; the success of these figures and the bank growth is only
possible because the strategy has shown incredible consistency, there are no big-wins along the way that have made this possible, this is
down to many hundreds of little wins along the way that have accumulated to such a big financial reward. The second really important
point is that it would be virtually impossible, unless you are possibly placing bets in China, or with some of the big Asian bookmakers or
places like Pinnacle (who do not have a license in the UK) to get the required volume of bet on to accomplish these figures.
The main objective here is not to show how much you can win, but to demonstrate the type of trends in growth that you should be
expecting over many years. If 2020 had fallen into the average trend (was affected by Covid19) then that £9million figure would have been
closer to £30 million as the average growth per year is a multiple of 3.28.

FR-D:
This is an extension of the Final Results table. This table shows the growth per year. We have used £1000 (column B3), but you can change
that to a figure relevant to you. If we look at a 3-year minimum period to look at what bank growth would be, so Jan 2012 through to
December 2014, Jan 2013 through to December 2015 and so on. The growth periods are as follows:
X20, x40, x39, x22, x37, x48, x18 – the last figure is lower because it includes 2020 which was close to being a break-even year. What this
should demonstrate is that it is only after years 3 to 4 that the growth starts to make a noticeable difference. If we look at 2012, if we had
started with £100 in January 2012, by the end of the year that £100 stands at £247 at the end of year 2 (2014), that figure would be
£526.11, year-3 it would be £2162, year-4 it would be £10,000, year-5 £21,000, year-6 £49,437 and so on.
Hopefully this shows that there is no quick route, you will need to go through the hard early yards.
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Results Analysis:
Shows exactly what the title suggest. We have month, Running Balance, 3- and 12-month rolling averages and 3- and 12-month Totals.
Rolling averages show the average of the past 3- or 12-months. Totals will show the previous 3- or 12-months added together. Quarter is
so we can run quarterly analysis if required.
Then we have the number of bets per month and that is broken down into number of home wins, winners, and number of lay the draw
winners. Also included is the % win ratio, the average price per month and the Net Points won or lost.
This is a great way to get a good overview of the results for analytical purposes.

Betting Model 1:
We spoke before about how if left to grow (bank size, stake size etc) how the bets would become harder to get placed. Even though this is
a positive problem (banks growing) we still need to set some order on how to manage this issue. There is a vast number of ways you can
manage your accounts and we set out one example here.
Normal set up, we start with a figure (in this case, £1000) and we bet the selections as set out. Anytime our balance finishes the month
above £20,000 we withdraw the difference. For example, if we finished the end of October with a balance of £25,000, we would withdraw
£5000 to reset our bank down to £20,000.
Using this method, it means are bet size is always restricted to a very reasonable level and our biggest ever stake was £779, which is very
manageable especially because that is placed from money we have won.
Starting with £1000 (column V6)
We have won a total of £161,559.90 Net Profit (column X4)
We have paid membership fees of £1093.92 over 9 years (column Z4)
And we have withdrawn a total of £145,580.22 profit back to our bank (column AA4)

We would strongly encourage you to look at the patterns, asking key questions, such as how long from starting before the first withdrawal
was made, how many months of stagnation in that period – serious and important questions.
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BM-1-D
This chart is a follow on from Betting Model-1. This shows a graph which the bank growth using the method outlined earlier. Please note
the starting bank, the number of bets required to get to our level (horizontal – approx. 500 to 700) and then how the line fluctuates across
the £20,000 mark consistently.

BM-1-D2
This chart is a further carry on and shows the profit and loss figures for each month highlighted in blue (from Jan-12 through to Dec-20)
you can see how the first 2 years are minimal and the overall bank growth and stake size growth.
The Orange line which is always a negative figure (Betfair accounts that have a higher figure of withdrawals than deposits are shown with
a negative figure), indicates the amount of money and date of when them withdrawals were made. (these are made each time the
account balance finished any month above £20,000)

BM-1 Financial Overview
This is a further carry on and shows a clear breakdown by month. Start balance, add Net Profit & Loss, Minus Membership Fees = Closing
Balance, then minus any amount above the £20,000 to give us a final Balance which carries over to the following months starting balance.

BM-1-£20K
This is exactly the same as Betting Model-1, but removes the requirement of having to build the account up to a pre-determined
threshold; in this instance we start the bank at £20,000, this £19,000 increase on our original model directly results in our total
withdrawals going from £145,580.22 up to £216,808.22 and increase of £71,228

Forecasting
Our Forecasting values are an independent tool from Excel. Using Linear regression. We update these each year and they have proven to
be extremely accurate in predicting the growth of this and other strategies. These forecasting tools produce upper and lower confidence
bands as well as forecasting an actual value, and also show linear projections. What is incredible is that these regression models do not
consider outside normal expectations such as global disasters, pandemics etc. and yet despite us being hit in 2020, the lover confidence
band was still within 15-points of expectations and final results for 2020.
By December 2026, this service is predicted to have reached +£973.02 net points profit, with a lower confidence bank of +877.97 net
points profit and an upper confidence band of +1068.07 net points profit.

Forecasting Graph
This is a follow on from our Forecast. This is simply a visual tool to see our current performance (in blue) our linear forecast (red) and our
upper confidence band (yellow), lower confidence band (grey) and the actual forecast (orange).
You can read more about linear regression and predictive models here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_regression

Summary
There is enough unbiased mathematical information to demonstrate that this strategy and its performance is only going in one direction.
The key take-home message should be, it will take time to build your bank up – you are looking at around 3 to 4 years, which is roughly
500 to 700 bets before you start to see a real difference that is relevant to yourself.
We often hear about professional betting services, follow this, follow that; the one and only absolute key importance to how successful
you are will be your own actions and that comes down to discipline and patience.

